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Credit strengths
» Very large liquidity buffers invested in highly rated and liquid instruments
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» Strong support from a diverse group of mostly highly rated shareholders
» Sophisticated and prudent risk management, which is appropriate for its business model
and has been tested in several crises

Credit challenges
» Unusually risky and inherently volatile business profile
» Redemption feature of capital instruments, which weakens capital adequacy
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Rating outlook
The stable rating outlook reflects our expectation of solid growth in TCX’s business volumes over the coming two to three years,
coupled with continued strong shareholder support. The outlook also balances its volatile business profile with prudent and highquality risk management policies and practices.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
Upward rating pressure could develop if paid-in equity was made permanent and shareholder support became more skewed towards
very highly rated entities. While TCX's capitalisation is solid, we do not give full equity credit to its capital instruments because of
shareholders’ redemption rights. Upside rating potential could also emerge if callable capital increased significantly further.

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
Downward rating pressure could develop in a scenario of severe losses and sharply deteriorating asset performance, coupled with
evidence that shareholders were unwilling to provide additional capital. In such a scenario, TCX’s capital levels would decline,
potentially approaching the trigger levels at which shareholders would have to decide on the voluntary winding-down of the fund.

Key indicators
Exhibit 2
TCX
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Liquid Assets / ST Debt + CMLTD
Liquid Assets / Development-related Assets [1]
Callable Capital / Gross Debt

[1] We define development assets as the notional value of the primary and hedging portfolios
[2] Usable equity includes 75% of the Class A shares and Convertible Subordinated Loans maturing in 2045

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Profile
The Currency Exchange Fund NV (TCX), based in Amsterdam, is a specialized finance vehicle that provides hedging mainly in the form of nondeliverable cross-currency swaps on illiquid emerging market currencies. It was set up in 2007 by a group of development finance institutions
to support their development mandate, by enabling them to lend in local currency while removing the currency risk from their balance sheet.
It is currently owned by 19 multilateral and bilateral development finance institutions and microfinance investment vehicles that are also its
primary clients. The main shareholders are highly rated and include Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau (KfW, Aaa stable); the European Bank
for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD, Aaa stable); FMO, the development agency of the government of the Netherlands (Aaa stable);
the International Finance Corporation (IFC, Aaa stable); and the European Investment Bank (EIB, Aaa stable). TCX also receives funding from
several highly rated governments in the form of convertible subordinated loans.
TCX only offers hedging solutions where no market exists or only at longer maturities than the market offers (additionality principle). TCX
prices its products in accordance with prevailing market pricing principles to provide its counterparties with competitive prices while avoiding
distorting existing markets or hindering potential market developments (market-based pricing principle). TCX only transacts to offset an open
currency exposure (non-speculation principle). As of the end of 2021, TCX had active swaps in 55 currencies.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Detailed credit considerations
Our determination of a supranational’s rating is based on three rating factors: capital adequacy, liquidity and funding, and strength of
member support. For MDBs, the first two factors combine to form the assessment of intrinsic financial strength, as shown on the cover
page graphic. Additional factors can affect the intrinsic financial strength, such as risks stemming from the operating environment or
the quality of management. The strength of member support is then incorporated to yield a rating range. For more information, please
see our Multilateral Development Banks and Other Supranational Entities Methodology, published in October 2020.
FACTOR 1: Capital adequacy score: baa3
Our “baa3” score for TCX's capital adequacy balances solid levels of paid-in capital and other funding support against a high exposure
to market risk, in particular foreign-currency risk, and its inherently volatile operating performance. The score is in line with that of
peers such as GuarantCo (A1 stable) and the African Export-Import Bank (Afrexim, Baa1 stable).
Moderate leverage as increasing hedging activity and equity injections mitigate rapid portfolio growth

We calculate leverage as development-related assets/usable equity. In TCX's case, we consider as development assets the notional net
value of its primary and hedging portfolio, which was $1.8 billion as of year-end 2021. The size of the outstanding portfolio has grown
only moderately since the pandemic despite continued growth in transaction volumes, reflecting the relatively short maturity of swaps
and the unwinding of trades in response to the pandemic.
TCX has been able to reduce its leverage ratio to 248% in 2021 from over 300% in 2018 by increasing its own hedging transactions to
reduce risk. Hedging transactions are mainly used as a risk management tool to manage net exposure and free up capacity to conduct
more primary transactions. They are effective in reducing TCX's market risk exposure while supporting the fund's mandate to develop
local-currency bond markets. Hedges are done with both commercial counterparties and some shareholders via local-currency bonds.
In those transactions, a shareholder issues a synthetic local-currency bond on offshore markets. The issuer then swaps back its cash
flow into dollars with TCX, effectively reducing the fund's net exposure to the local currency.
Class A shares and retained earnings amounted to close to $830 million as of year-end 2021. However, we only consider 75% of this
amount as usable equity in our leverage calculations because shareholders have the option to redeem their shares, although under very
strict conditions that aim at maintaining capital levels above 18% of risk-weighted assets (RWA) at all times. In reality, TCX targets
a minimum capital ratio of 20%. TCX’s actual capital ratio (total capital per its definition) was 25% as of May 2022, giving it a large
buffer of $332 million to grow the portfolio without requiring further capital.
Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

Portfolio has grown rapidly in recent years

TCX has sufficient capital buffers to grow further
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Shareholders established a so-called Liquidation Trigger Event (LTE) at a capital ratio of
14%, at which they would need to decide whether to wind down TCX.
Sources: TCX and Moody's Investors Service

Apart from Class A shares, TCX has obtained convertible subordinated loans (CSLs) worth $198.9 million maturing on 31 December
2045 from the governments of Germany (Aaa stable), Switzerland (Aaa stable) and the United Kingdom (UK, Aa3 stable). The CSLs
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automatically convert into Class B shares upon a voluntary wind-down scenario, in which they rank junior to Class A shares and can
only be redeemed after all shareholders have redeemed their initial investment plus a return equal to three-month Libor. As such, they
provide a first-loss protection to trading counterparties and Class A shareholders, and enhance the risk-return of their investment to
attract new shareholders. Given the similarities and the junior treatment to Class A shares in a wind-down scenario, we also assign 75%
equity content to the CSLs. We do not include a convertible subordinated loan of $70.6 million nor a first-loss loan of $10.9 million
that writes down to zero in a wind-down scenario, both provided by the government of the Netherlands (Aaa stable) because the
facilities matures much earlier, in 2025.
Focus on emerging market currencies results in weak asset quality...

Our assessment of Development Asset Credit Quality (DACQ) starts with an anchor point of “caa” because of TCX's focus on illiquid
emerging market currencies. The fund is widely diversified across currencies, which leads to a higher DACQ score of “b”. The score is in
line with that of peers such as GuarantCo and International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC, A1 stable). The top 10 currencies
accounted for 49% of the net portfolio in 2021, slightly lower than the 53% in 2020 (2019: 47%). As of May 2022, the top three
currencies were the Uzbek som (6.6%), the Serbian dinar (6.47%) and the Georgian lari (5.99%). The currency composition changes
frequently, but limits are strictly enforced and the number of actively traded currencies has remained consistently high at around 40-55
over the past several years. Since its inception, TCX has offered swaps in more than 100 currencies.
Exposure to a single currency cannot exceed 10% of the notional portfolio. On a regional basis, the fund has set limits at 30%-50% of
its notional exposure. As of year-end 2021, the fund was well below its limits and the increased use of hedging instruments has helped
TCX reduce its exposure to single currencies.
…and drives volatile asset performance

TCX has no nonperforming assets (NPA) as such. All losses — including unrealised mark-to-market losses — on its portfolio directly
flow into its financial results, with losses reducing the net asset value (NAV) of the fund and its usable equity. We use TCX's value at
risk (VAR) calculations for market risk as a proxy for NPA, because market risk is the fund's dominant risk exposure. This metric is based
on the calculation of the worst historical losses assuming the current portfolio composition, and translates into a score of “baa2” for
asset performance.
TCX's solid diversification provides some protection against economic and financial shocks. On average, TCX has made a small positive
return in its 15 years of existence and its monthly performance is skewed to marginally positive returns. The fund generates positive
financial results from three sources: the net interest spread (carry) originating from the difference in local versus hard currency and
from the bid-ask spread locked in when positions are hedged; the appreciation of local currencies against the US dollar; and interest
income on its large liquidity portfolio, although this tends to be small because of the high credit quality of the assets.
However, TCX has been founded to absorb the occasional years with significant losses, which would otherwise have to be absorbed by
the clients of its investors. Longer-lasting regional crises tend to leave the biggest impact on TCX. Its largest-ever loss over a 12-month
period was $130.5 million between October 2014 and September 2015, as a result of the slump in oil prices at the time. Losses on just
three currencies (the Kyrgyz som, the Tajikistani somoni and the Armenian dram) accounted for 60% of the losses in 2014 and 2015
because of their high interconnectedness with Russia and Kazakhstan (Baa2 stable) through remittances and trade.
Russia's invasion of Ukraine (Caa3 negative) in February 2022 again triggered significant losses, which amounted to $45 million for the
first six months of the year (see the Recent developments section for more details). In contrast, global shocks such as the coronavirus
pandemic have had a more short-term impact because of the strong monetary and fiscal policy reaction globally. While nearly all
currencies in TCX's portfolio depreciated against the dollar in the early months of the pandemic, leading to TCX's largest-ever quarterly
loss of $128 million in Q1 2020 (mostly in the form of unrealised mark-to-market losses), these losses were more than recovered in the
following months. The fund recorded a net profit of $20.2 million for 2020 as a whole.
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Exhibit 5

Exhibit 6

TCX tends to post profit in most months except during 2014-15

Losses tend to be driven by a small number of currencies
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FACTOR 2: Liquidity and funding score: a2
TCX's liquidity and funding score is set at “a2” and reflects very strong liquidity, with large liquidity buffers and prudent policies. The
score also incorporates a funding profile in line with that of peers such as GuarantCo, which, similar to TCX, does not raise funds in
capital markets.
Very strong liquidity buffers mitigate liquidity risks stemming from margin calls

TCX has very solid levels of liquidity, which are essential because of its high-risk business profile. Its available liquidity was $1.1 billion as
of year-end 2021, and is invested in assets of very high credit quality, so as to not add to the fund's already high market risk exposures.
Per the fund's guidelines, investments are limited to bonds with a minimum rating of Aa3, and cash deposits, money market funds
and commercial paper, which can quickly be converted into cash. Deposits can only be held in large systemic banks rated A2 or above.
Around 63% of assets are invested in Aaa-rated securities or cash deposits, and roughly 85% of assets have a remaining term shorter
than one year.
Liquidity risk primarily arises from margin calls on the swap portfolio. TCX only offers non-deliverable swaps, which eliminates
convertibility risk because all transactions are settled in US dollar or euro and do not involve any local currency. As a result of
fluctuations in the underlying rates of derivative instruments (foreign exchange rates, local interest rates and dollar interest rates), the
fund regularly posts and receives collateral, with TCX typically posting more collateral than it receives.
In addition to conservative asset allocation guidelines, liquidity policies are very prudent and rely on frequent and sophisticated stress
testing. Under its internal guidelines, TCX uses a liquidity coverage ratio inspired by Basel III to define its liquidity requirements under
a stress scenario, defined as liquid assets of high credit quality/net stressed cash outflows over the next 12 months. The stress case
assumes the worst historical portfolio performance over one month, rising margin calls and shareholder redemption of 20% of their
capital. The fund targets a liquidity coverage ratio of more than 150% and has consistently stayed well in excess of this requirement. As
of year-end 2021, the ratio was 184%.
Our measure of liquidity coverage differs somewhat from the fund's own metrics. We use its calculations of stressed cash outflows and
only consider highly liquid assets such as cash and short-term bank deposits, and securities rated A2 or higher. TCX's ratio of available
liquid resources was 209% as of year-end 2021, higher than that of most peers.
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Exhibit 7

Exhibit 8

Liquidity is held in highly rated instruments

Availability of liquid resources is stronger than most peers'
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In the absence of debt, we assess quality of funding as moderate

Our assessment of the quality of funding is typically based on considerations such as the track record of bond issuance, the cost of
funding compared with peers, the availability of credit lines, and the diversity of funding sources and the investor base. We score TCX's
quality of funding at “baa”, in line with that of GuarantCo and the Fondo Latinoamericano de Reservas (FLAR, Aa2 stable). Similarly
to those entities, TCX has never issued any bonded debt but receives all its funding from DFIs and governments. We assume that
TCX would have reasonably good market access should it want or need to do so based on solid support from a group of highly rated
shareholders and very strong liquidity metrics, while paying a moderate risk premium.
Qualitative adjustments to intrinsic financial strength
Operating environment

We do not apply any such adjustment for TCX. Although TCX’s operating environment is highly risky because of its exposure to
emerging and frontier market currencies, the diversification of its derivative portfolio limits those risks.
Quality of management

TCX’s policies and standards are of very high quality and follow a very prudent approach, even compared with higher-rated MDBs. Its
practices and standards closely follow Basel rules for commercial banks, and are adapted to reflect its specificities and predominant
exposure to market risk. We positively note the existence of the independent pricing committee, but also the tailored stress testing
of the portfolio, long-term capital planning and very prudent liquidity management. Reporting and transparency are of very high
quality and frequent. The fund performs an annual internal capital adequacy assessment process (ICAAP) to ensure that all risks
are fully captured, and it has sufficient capital at hand to implement its strategy and ensure its continued existence.1 However, the
inherent riskiness of TCX’s activities requires a correspondingly higher degree of sophistication and we, therefore, view its quality of
management as appropriate for its business model.
FACTOR 3: Strength of member support score: High
Our assessment of strength of member support is “High”, reflecting the strong ability and willingness of its main shareholders to
provide additional support if needed, as well as the availability of callable capital in the form of a first-demand guarantee from the
European Union (Aaa stable). Other MDBs with a “High” strength of member support include GuarantCo, Islamic Corporation for the
Development of the Private Sector (ICD, A2 stable) and ITFC.
A diverse group of highly rated shareholders and supporters has strong ability to provide support

With a weighted shareholder rating of A1, TCX's group of shareholders is among the strongest of rated MDBs.2 As of year-end 2021,
74% of Class A shares were held by Aaa-rated institutions, while 79% of the CSLs are provided by Aaa-rated governments (excluding
the Netherlands). The average shareholder rating is skewed lower by the presence of small and unrated microfinance investment
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vehicles and impact investors, which account for around 9% of total capital and to which we assign an implicit Caa2 rating in line with
our methodology. We do not expect those entities to provide additional support for TCX in case of need given their small size and
other limitations.
Callable capital in the form of EU guarantee provides an additional buffer

Our key metric to assess the contractual willingness to provide support is the ratio of callable capital to the stock of debt. In the case of
TCX, we define as debt any portion of the CSLs that does not receive equity credit. As of year-end 2021, debt under our definition was
$131 million and was covered at 52% by callable capital. There is a risk that the loans provided by the Dutch government maturing in
2025 will need to be repaid, but TCX has sufficient capital available to cover the principal amount of $81.5 million.
In December 2020, TCX received an unfunded commitment from the European Union (EU, Aaa stable) in the form of a guarantee
extended by the European Commission (EC) for up to €145 million, of which €80 million has been activated so far. Given the unfunded
nature of the facility, we consider the guarantee similar to callable capital and, therefore, include it in our assessment of contractual
willingness to support. The guarantee is structured in the same way as the CSLs. In case of a decision to wind down the fund, the
activated EC guarantee amount will be disbursed and turned into Class B shares, which will rank junior to Class A shares. The maturity
of 2035, although shorter than that of the other convertible loans, is still long. We therefore also assign 75% equity credit to the
guarantee facility, in line with our treatment of the CSLs.
Unique relationship with shareholders supports high non-contractual willingness to support

We assess shareholders' non-contractual willingness to support as “High” to reflect the fact that support from highly rated shareholders
through capital injections has been long-standing and increasing over time. TCX was explicitly set up to assume specific risks that
shareholders would otherwise have to assume themselves at higher cost and risk. Some would not be able to extend local-currency
loans to their borrowers at all without TCX, which would reduce their own development impact. Hence, their interest in the continued
existence and solidity of TCX is very strong.
Shareholders have the option to redeem their shares, although under very strict conditions. So far, eight shareholders, mostly small
microfinance investment vehicles, have redeemed all or parts of their shares (see Exhibit 9). Japan Bank for International Cooperation
(JBIC, A1 stable) and the African Development Bank (AfDB, Aaa stable) redeemed their shareholdings in 2021. Although they are the
largest shareholders to depart from the fund to date, neither was an active user of TCX's services and the redemption does not affect
our assessment of shareholder support.
Exhibit 9

Exhibit 10

Shareholder base comprises mostly highly rated entities

Redemptions are infrequent and typically smaller than capital
subscriptions
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None of the large shareholders that actively use TCX has ever redeemed any shares. Over the years, TCX's shareholder base has
expanded significantly and paid-in equity increased to $829 million in 2021 from $554 million in 2012 (including retained earnings),
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indicating the relevance of the institution and its mandate. Several shareholders have repeatedly raised their stakes, while new
shareholders join on a regular basis. TCX's government supporters have repeatedly shown their support, in particular the German
government, which extended the maturity of its CSLs by 20 years to 2045 in 2019.

ESG considerations
TCX's ESG Credit Impact Score is Neutral-to-Low CIS-2
Exhibit 11

ESG Credit Impact Score

Source: Moody's Investors Service

The credit impact score is neutral-to-low (CIS-2) for TCX, reflecting a combination of neutral-to-low environmental and social risk
exposures and very strong governance, underpinned by strong shareholder support.
Exhibit 12

ESG Issuer Profile Scores

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Environmental
TCX exhibits neutral-to-low exposure to environmental risks across all five categories, resulting in an overall environmental Issuer
Profile score of neutral-to-low (E-2). While active in emerging markets and frontier economies with often high exposures to
environmental risks, TCX's exposure is further removed from these risks than most other MDBs because of its business focus on
providing hedging solutions to other MDBs and DFIs.
Social
TCX has neutral-to-low exposure to most social risks, resulting in a neutral-to-low social Issuer Profile score (S-2). We consider TCX's
“responsible production” to be a positive feature of its issuer profile because of the high developmental impact of TCX's hedging
operations, which allow its shareholders and investors to lend in local currencies, avoiding the burdening of borrowers with foreigncurrency risk.
Governance
We consider governance a positive feature of TCX's issuer profile, resulting in a positive governance Issuer Profile score (G-1). This
mostly reflects TCX's very strong financial strategy and risk management practices, as well as very solid management credibility and a
strong track record of profitability despite its high market risk exposures.
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ESG Issuer Profile Scores and Credit Impact Scores for the rated entity/transaction are available on www.moodys.com. To view the
latest scores, please click here to go to the landing page for the entity/transaction on MDC and view the ESG Scores section.
All of these considerations are further discussed in the “Detailed credit considerations” section above. Our approach to ESG is
explained in our cross-sector methodology General Principles for Assessing Environmental, Social and Governance Risks Methodology.
Additional information about our rating approach is provided in our Multilateral Development Banks and Other Supranational Entities
Methodology.

Recent developments
Primary production has exceeded expectations, while increasing hedging activity helps contain leverage
New derivative transactions amounted to $1.37 billion in 2021, increasing 39% from 2020 and exceeding the indicative target of $1.25
billion the fund had set. Despite the increase in so-called primary production, the volume of outstanding swaps did not grow in 2021
as a result of scheduled redemptions and trades that were partially or fully unwound during the year in response to the pandemic.
The fund has continued to grow its hedging portfolio to $1.29 billion or around 40% of the outstanding primary portfolio last year.
The hedging activities allow TCX to offset risks in the primary portfolio, reducing concentrations and freeing up capacity for new
transactions. As a result, leverage was broadly stable in 2021.
Losses in early months after the Russian invasion of Ukraine; the outlook for 2022 is less clear
TCX posted a profit of $107.4 million in 2021 (2020: $20.2 million) as a result of a positive interest carry on its swap exposure.
However, the fund started posting losses after the start of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, amounting to $45 million in the first six
months of 2022. Most of the losses were incurred in February and March, while the fund has started to post small profits again since
May. TCX's direct exposure to Ukraine is small (4% of swap portfolio as of year-end 2021) and it has no exposure to Russia, but losses
mostly stemmed from Commonwealth of Independent States countries that have large economic and financial links with Russia.
Looking ahead, global monetary policy tightening and a stronger dollar could weigh on TCX's profitability but longer-lasting regional
crises tend to have a bigger impact on TCX's performance, such as in 2014-15. In any case, liquidity and capital levels, which are both
influenced directly by profit and loss, remain solid to withstand higher volatility in emerging markets.
Additional capital and retained earnings compensate for capital redemptions
Besides last year's solid profit, TCX also benefited from additional capital injections of $20 million by the IFC and a further $10 million
in CSLs from Switzerland. These facilities compensated for the above-mentioned redemptions and underline the strong support
that TCX receives from its shareholders and funders. In addition to its unfunded CSL facility of a total of €145 million (of which TCX
activated €80 million as of year-end 2021), the fund also has access to additional funding from the EC of €20 million in the form of
a pricing subsidy. The fund's capital ratio per its definition was 27.4% of RWA as of year-end 2021, substantially above the levels at
which the fund would have to take remedial action (20%), can restrict capital redemptions (redemption gate at 18%) or would face
a voluntary winding down (LTE at 14%). According to its calculations, TCX could withstand a loss of $583 million, or 13.4% of RWA,
before causing an LTE.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors
Exhibit 13
Rating factor grid - The Currency Exchange Fund
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baa1

Other adjustments
Operating environment
Quality of management

0
0
0

Adjusted intrinsic financial strength

baa1

Factor 3: Strength of member support (+3,+2,+1,0)

High

Ability to support - weighted average shareholder rating (50%)

High

a1

Willingness to support (50%)
Contractual support (25%)
Strong enforcement mechanism
Payment enhancements
Non-contractual support (25%)
Scorecard-Indicated Outcome Range
Rating Assigned

a3

a3

0
0
High
A1-A3
A1

Note: Our ratings are forward-looking and reflect our expectations for future financial and operating performance. However, historical results are helpful in understanding patterns and trends of an issuer’s
performance as well as for peer comparisons. Additional considerations that may not be captured when historical metrics are used in the scorecard may be reflected in differences between the adjusted and assigned
factor scores. Furthermore, in our ratings we often incorporate directional views of risks and mitigants in a qualitative way. For more information please see our Multilateral Development Banks and Other
Supranational Entities rating methodology.

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Moody's related publications
» Credit Opinion: TCX - A1 stable: Update following assignment of ESG scores, 8 February 2022
» Issuer In-Depth: The Currency Exchange Fund - A1 stable Annual credit analysis, 31 August 2021
» Credit Opinion: TCX - A1 stable: New Issuer Rating Assignment, 20 July 2021
» Rating Methodology: Multilateral Development Banks and Other Supranational Entities, 28 October 2020
To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this report and that more recent reports may be available. All
research may not be available to all clients.

Related websites and information sources
» Moody's Supranational webpage
» Moody's Sovereign and supranational rating list
MOODY’S has provided links or references to third party World Wide websites or URLs (“Links or References”) solely for your convenience in locating related information and services.
The websites reached through these Links or References have not necessarily been reviewed by MOODY’S, and are maintained by a third party over which MOODY’S exercises no control.
Accordingly, MOODY’S expressly disclaims any responsibility or liability for the content, the accuracy of the information, and/or quality of products or services provided by or advertised on
any third party website accessed via a Link or Reference. Moreover, a Link or Reference does not imply an endorsement of any third party, any website, or the products or services provided
by any third party.

Endnotes
1 The ICAAP is updated at least annually, but this can be done more frequently if market conditions or developments so require. It also serves as a key
communication tool with all stakeholders.
2 In line with our treatment of TCX's capital instruments, we use both the Class A shares and the CSLs to calculate the weighted average shareholder rating.
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© 2022 Moody’s Corporation, Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., Moody’s Analytics, Inc. and/or their licensors and affiliates (collectively, “MOODY’S”). All rights reserved.
CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S CREDIT RATINGS AFFILIATES ARE THEIR CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT
COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND MATERIALS, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND INFORMATION PUBLISHED BY MOODY’S (COLLECTIVELY,
“PUBLICATIONS”) MAY INCLUDE SUCH CURRENT OPINIONS. MOODY’S DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT OR IMPAIRMENT. SEE APPLICABLE MOODY’S
RATING SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS PUBLICATION FOR INFORMATION ON THE TYPES OF CONTRACTUAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS ADDRESSED BY MOODY’S
CREDIT RATINGS. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE
VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS, NON-CREDIT ASSESSMENTS (“ASSESSMENTS”), AND OTHER OPINIONS INCLUDED IN MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT
STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS MAY ALSO INCLUDE QUANTITATIVE MODEL-BASED ESTIMATES OF CREDIT RISK AND
RELATED OPINIONS OR COMMENTARY PUBLISHED BY MOODY’S ANALYTICS, INC. AND/OR ITS AFFILIATES. MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER
OPINIONS AND PUBLICATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER
OPINIONS AND PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT AND DO NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS TO PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. MOODY’S CREDIT
RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER OPINIONS AND PUBLICATIONS DO NOT COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT FOR ANY PARTICULAR INVESTOR.
MOODY’S ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS AND OTHER OPINIONS AND PUBLISHES ITS PUBLICATIONS WITH THE EXPECTATION AND UNDERSTANDING
THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL, WITH DUE CARE, MAKE ITS OWN STUDY AND EVALUATION OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR PURCHASE,
HOLDING, OR SALE.
MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER OPINIONS, AND PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL INVESTORS AND IT WOULD BE
RECKLESS AND INAPPROPRIATE FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO USE MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER OPINIONS OR PUBLICATIONS WHEN MAKING
AN INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN DOUBT YOU SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COPYRIGHT LAW, AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED
OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE
FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT MOODY’S PRIOR WRITTEN
CONSENT.
MOODY’S CREDIT RATINGS, ASSESSMENTS, OTHER OPINIONS AND PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY ANY PERSON AS A BENCHMARK AS THAT TERM IS
DEFINED FOR REGULATORY PURPOSES AND MUST NOT BE USED IN ANY WAY THAT COULD RESULT IN THEM BEING CONSIDERED A BENCHMARK.
All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY’S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well
as other factors, however, all information contained herein is provided “AS IS” without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary measures so that the information it
uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources MOODY'S considers to be reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However,
MOODY’S is not an auditor and cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process or in preparing its Publications.
To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability to any person or entity for any
indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any
such information, even if MOODY’S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or
damages, including but not limited to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial instrument is not the subject of a
particular credit rating assigned by MOODY’S.
To the extent permitted by law, MOODY’S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability for any direct or compensatory
losses or damages caused to any person or entity, including but not limited to by any negligence (but excluding fraud, willful misconduct or any other type of liability that, for the
avoidance of doubt, by law cannot be excluded) on the part of, or any contingency within or beyond the control of, MOODY’S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents,
representatives, licensors or suppliers, arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information.
NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY CREDIT
RATING, ASSESSMENT, OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE BY MOODY’S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER.
Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody’s Corporation (“MCO”), hereby discloses that most issuers of debt securities (including
corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and preferred stock rated by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. have, prior to assignment of any credit rating,
agreed to pay to Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. for credit ratings opinions and services rendered by it fees ranging from $1,000 to approximately $5,000,000. MCO and Moody’s
Investors Service also maintain policies and procedures to address the independence of Moody’s Investors Service credit ratings and credit rating processes. Information regarding
certain affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold credit ratings from Moody’s Investors Service and have also publicly
reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually at www.moodys.com under the heading “Investor Relations — Corporate Governance —
Director and Shareholder Affiliation Policy.”
Additional terms for Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services License of MOODY’S affiliate, Moody’s Investors
Service Pty Limited ABN 61 003 399 657AFSL 336969 and/or Moody’s Analytics Australia Pty Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended
to be provided only to “wholesale clients” within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By continuing to access this document from within Australia, you
represent to MOODY’S that you are, or are accessing the document as a representative of, a “wholesale client” and that neither you nor the entity you represent will directly or
indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to “retail clients” within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY’S credit rating is an opinion as to
the creditworthiness of a debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities of the issuer or any form of security that is available to retail investors.
Additional terms for Japan only: Moody's Japan K.K. (“MJKK”) is a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Group Japan G.K., which is wholly-owned by Moody’s
Overseas Holdings Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of MCO. Moody’s SF Japan K.K. (“MSFJ”) is a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of MJKK. MSFJ is not a Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (“NRSRO”). Therefore, credit ratings assigned by MSFJ are Non-NRSRO Credit Ratings. Non-NRSRO Credit Ratings are assigned by an
entity that is not a NRSRO and, consequently, the rated obligation will not qualify for certain types of treatment under U.S. laws. MJKK and MSFJ are credit rating agencies registered
with the Japan Financial Services Agency and their registration numbers are FSA Commissioner (Ratings) No. 2 and 3 respectively.
MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) hereby disclose that most issuers of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and preferred
stock rated by MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) have, prior to assignment of any credit rating, agreed to pay to MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) for credit ratings opinions and services
rendered by it fees ranging from JPY100,000 to approximately JPY550,000,000.
MJKK and MSFJ also maintain policies and procedures to address Japanese regulatory requirements.
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